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Noise: 

Any undesired sound. By extension, noise is any unwanted 

disturbance within a useful frequency band, such as undesired 

electric \vaves in any transmission channel or device. Such a 

disturbance produced by other services is called interference. 

Noise is also accidental or random fluctuation in electric 

circuits due to motion of the current carriers. From this concept 

of noise, the term is used as an adjective to denote unwanted 

fluctuation in quantities that are desired to remain constant, o·;· 

to vary in a specifi ed manner. 

vii 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Noise Studies 

The inception of every new electron device tr iggers a detailed 

study of the various noise mechanisms in it and ways to reduce the 

noise 1 • The bipolar junction transistor (BJT) has not been an exception 

to this but surprisingly enough not much work has been reported on the 

effect of temperature on noise and on the possibility of reducing t he 

noise in a BJT by varying the ambient device temperature. In this 

thesis, the primary concern has been to investigate t his aspect. 

By combining the device physics and statistical analysis, the 

noise sources in electron devices can be well defined and characterized. 

The importance 2 of noise models and noi se measurements is manifold since: 

1. Noise arises from the physical mechanisms which are inherent in 

all semiconductor devices. 

2. Noise sets the lower limit in signal detection and transmission. 

3. The design for optimum signal - to-noise ratio can be achieved by 

coupling noise models and noise measurements. 

4 . Noise models and noi se measurement3 provide other means for the 

determination of IJhys ica l quanti t ies such as t he alpha cut-off 

frequency 3 , f, the base resistance 4 , 5 of a BJT, current gain, 6 , a 

the alpha cut-off fre quency of a phototransistor to mention a fe~ . 

5. Noise mode ls are powerful too 1s since the physical echanisms 

are represented in such a way that a simple circuit theory can be 

1 



used. An example of this is the 1/f noise current generator 

representing the emitter-base surface recombination. 

2 

6. Noise measurements are helpful in predicting the life expectancy 

of semiconductor devices 6 . 

1. 2 Method 

In this investigation the ambient device temperature is varied 

over a temperature range of -70°C (203°K) to 170°C (443°K). The 

criteria of these temperature limits have been that: 

1. the lower limit is set by the manufacturer 's specification , and 

2. the upper limi t for most application purposes, if not all, suffices. 

The collector current range has been from l ~A to lmA. These 

limits have been selected for th e following reasons: 

1. to assure a large current gain for s ignal amplification over the 

entire range of temperature. 

2. that below l~A not only the current gain is small but there may be 

some leakage current giving rise to l eakage noise. However, for 

the family of devices under test the leakage current is of the 

order of nanoamperes and hence leakage noise for all practical 

purposes is as sumed zero. 

The effect of current and temperature change on the base 

res i stance , rb'b' of the devi ce and subsequently on the noise per formance 

of the device i s determ~n cd t o find the optimum device operating 

temperature. 
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It is to be expected that quite a few of the device par ameters 

would be dependent on the operating conditions of current, temperature 

and collector voltage. Table 1.1 gives a summary of the hybrid-IT 

model parameters dependent of these factors. However, in the subsequent 

development the T-model is preferred for the following reasons: 

1. hybrid- IT and T models ar~, after all, equivalent. 

2. hybrid-IT model is inconvenient for common base applications 

because t he current generator, g V, appears between the input and 
m 

output terminals. In cases i n which basewidth modulation effects 

are negligible the equivalent T model is more convenient for 

calculationsl2 . 

3. most of the work in this field has been done on the T model 2- 6 . 

1.3 Summary of the Content 

The thesis is di vided into four main parts. In Chapter 2, a 

summary of types of noise sources is given and a noise theory of a BJT 

is developed. The base resistance and its dependence on current, 

temperature and frequency is discussed and finally the noise fi gure 

of a cascaded amplifier system is given. In Chapter 3, measurements 

are made to determine base resistance and its dependence on current 

and temperature. r-.1easurements are also made t o det er mine minimum 

noise figure's dependence on current and temrerature and fin ally noi.se 

fi gure contours are plotted on R5-IC plane with temperature as a 

parameter. 

In t he final Chapt er, conclusions of t he i nvest i gations ar e 

presented. 



Table 1.1 

Summary of dependence of model parameters on operating condition. Except where in parentheses, statements 
refer to 1m"- level injection conditions and vol tnges low enough for no avalanche multiplication effects. 

------------
!!odcl 

Pararcters·i· I c 

a I Ic I 
(Increases les~ rnpirlly at high 
currents.) 

Increases at moderate currents. 
Falls at low currents (falls at 
high currents). 

T 

(slight increase) a. 1/T 

·rncreases steadily. (Increases more 
rapidly at higher voltages, becomes Increases steadily. 
infinite at sustaining voltages). 

--------- ------------

constant (falls at higher currents) 

------------------

r 
ll 

a 1/IIcl 
(Falls more rapidly at higher 
currents.) 

a 1/II I c 

a. I I c I 
(At higher currents: uni~orm base, 
less rapid increase; grounded base, 
more rapid increase.) 

Increases steadily. 

Increases at low voltaees, at 
higher voltages (main· effect) falls 
due to reductjon of base width 

(and outset of avalanche multiplica-
tion). . 

It 

Reduces steadily. 

a.Tm+2 , for S. and 
1 

G -0.3~m~+0.7 e 

Approximately same 
as B. 

Insensitive 

a. 1/Db T 

. a.Tm; where 

+0.3<m<+0.7 for all 
Si and Ge pnp. 

-------·-------------------------------------------------------
c. 

JC 
Weak increase. Insensitive. Insensitive 



~lode! 

Parameters·!· 

c. 
J C 

cd 

Table 1.1 (continued) 

I v c c 

a lvcsln approximately 
Insensitive 

n = 1/2 to 1/3 

ali I Decreases c 

"I" Searle ct. al., "Elementary Citcuit Properties of Transistors", SEEC, 
val. 3, page 150. 

Important: All statements refer to effect of increasing II I, lv I or T. c c 

T 

Insensitive 

aTm+l (See cb) 



CHAPTER 2 

Theory of Noise in Bipolar Transistors 

2.1 Noise Sources in Silicon Planar Transistors 

In this section a brief introduction is given to the concept 

of flicker, thermal, shot and burst noise and temperature effect on 

them is discussed. 

1. Flicker Noise: 

Sometimes also referred to as excess noise or 1/f noise. It 

is distinguished by its peculiar spectral intensity which is of the 

form constant/f'J. where a is close to unity. It occurs principally in 

the low-frequency region and is often negligible above 1 KHz. A number 

of theories have been developed to account for this 1/f behaviour. 

However, the most widely accepted theory is that of HcWhorter and 

relates the flicker noi se to "surface states" on t he semiconducting 

elements8~ 

It has been shown t hat the flicker noise power spectrum is 

given by equation (2.1) 

s (f) df (2 .1 ) 

where A is some constant, f(T) is a weak function of temperature and 

I is the total current f owing through the device . Experimentally , 

it has been found t ha t the 1/f noise in p-n-p transistors is gcner•lly 

smaller than in n-p-n transistors. Also , devices built on (100) silicon 

6 
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surfaces have lower noise than built on (111) surfaces. This points 

to the surface as the source of 1/f noise. 

2. Thermal Noise: 

It is usually caused by a random collision of carriers with 

the l attice, but gener ally found in conditions of thermal equilibrium. 

Nyquist's theorem for the thermal noise of a resistance Rat 

a temperature T gives the followin g expression for the available 

thermal noise power in a frequency interval ~f: 

or 

P = KTt.f av 

< e > 2 = 4 KTRt. f 
n 

where K is Bolt zmann's const ant 

(2. 2) 

Equation (2.2) is a very important one in noise studies and 

it is temperature dependent. In the following \vork equation (2. 2) will 

be referred to quite frequentl y . 

3. Shot Noise: 

It is caused by a random emission of electrons or photons, or 

a random passage of c~rriers across potential barriers. The spectral 

density of the shot no i se of current i is given by the equation (2.3) 

Si(f) = 2qi (2.3) 

where q is the electron charge. The concept of shot noise in transistors 

i s more thoroughly treat ed in section 2.2, but for t he time being , it 

should be not ed that equation (2 .3) i s i ndependent of t emper ature . 
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Shot noise and thermal noise have two aspects in common. Both 

exhibit a flat spectrum up to a high value of frequency and both 

depend upon the discrete nature of charge for their generation. In 

generating these two types of noise the basic difference is that 

thermal noise is produced by the erratic movement of free charge while 

shot noise is produced when charge carriers suddenly appear or disappear 

with respect to the current that is flowing in the circuit. 

4. Burst Noise: 

In addition to shot, thermal, and 1/f noise, many silicon 

transistors, especially those o~ the planar-diffused type, show a type 

of low frequency noise known as burst noise. The noise consists 

typically of random pulses of variable length and equal height, but 

sometimes the random pulses seem to be superimposed upon each other. 
. 9,10,11 

It has been reported in the l1terature that: 

a) the equivalent input burst noise voltage eBB dependence on 

temperature is given by the following relationship 

where T0 = device temperature, T0 = room temperature. 

b) at constant temperature, equivalent input burst noise voltage is 

related to collector current by 

(2.5) 

w~ere n 
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The overall functional dependence of equivalent burst noise 

voltage upon the temperature, and base emitter voltage 12 is 

(2. 6) 

for n :!: ~ • 

The power spectrum of the burst noise has been found to be 

correlated9 to the power spectrum of a random telegraph signal. A 

random telegraph wave has a normalized power spectrum given by 

s = 1 (2. 7) 
(1 + (7rf/2a) 2) 

in which a is the average number of bursts per second. 

These names were introduced on a more or less heuristic basis 

without sufficient reference to the physical causes of the noise and 

for this reason the following terminology has been suggested~. 

1. Generation-recombination noise, which is caused by spontaneous 

fluctuations in the generation rates, recombination rates, trapping 

rates, etc., of the carriers, thus causing fluctuations in the 

free carrier densities. In bulk material the name generation-

recombination noise is more appropriate than shot noise, since 

these carrier density fluctuations exist even if no electric field 

is applied. Junction devices, such as diodes and transistors 

operate along the principle of minority carrier injection and the 

applied voltage is needed to produce or change the injection level. 

The generation-recombination noise in these devices therefore shows 

much closer resemblence to shot noise than in the bulk materjal ~ase. 
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2. Diffusion noise, caused by the fact that diffusion is a random 

process; consequently fluctuations in the diffusion rate give rise 

to localized fluctuations in the carrier density. In bulk material 

it is the cause of thermal noise; in junction devices it gives a 

major contribution to shot noise. 

3. ~bdulation noise, which refers to noise not directly caused by 

fluctuation in the transition or diffusion rates which, instead, 

is due to carrier density fluctuations or current fluctuations 

caused by some modulation mechanism. 

The noise sources that are temperature dependent are burst 

noise and thermal noise. Of these two, only the thermal noise is of 

importance at frequency above few ~Iz as burst noise is a low frequency 

phenomena. 

2.2 Corpuscular Noise Theory of a B.JT 

Excellent surveys of the noise theory are given by van der Ziel 

8,13,14, ChenettelS and Schne:i'der and Strutt 16 • However, it is found 

from the literature that most authors on the subject follow closely the 

writings of van der Zicl. There are two approaches; corpuscular and 

collective approach, and both are equally \'lell applicable at lm-: 

injection levels for the noise in p-n junctions and transistors. 

At low injection the passage of carriers across barriers can 

be considered a.s a series of independent random events. As a consequence 
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full shot noise should be associated with each current flowing in the 

device. At high frequencies the noise may be modified by transit time 

or diffusion time effects. This approach is called the corpuscular 

approach; it breaks do\~ at high injection, since the carriers are no 

-longer independent in that case. For many cases, however, it is a 

good first approximation. 

The collective approach considers the noise as being caused by 

the random processes of diffusion and/or recombination. The noise 

sources to be introduced here are diffusion and generation-recombination 

noise sources. 

However, in the follm\'ing work the corpuscular approach is 

used. To develop it, the junction ~urrent carriers have to be 

investigated in greater detail. Fig. 2.1 shows the groups of current 

carriers in an idealized n-p-n transistor biased in the forward active 

region of operation. The fact that these groups of current carriers 

can be obtained by superimposing the "Ebers-Moll" model and "Sah-~oyce

Shockley" current of the junction makes these groups not only physically 

correct, but also well defined2 • 

Initially, it is assumed that the transistor is a n-p-n unit 

whose d. c. characteristics are given by the Ebers-~ioll relation. 

(2. 8) 

(2. 9) 

This model is quite valid for the bipolar junction transistor under 

test as it is operated at low injection level. 
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Table 2.1 

Summary of the Various Groups of Current Carriers Shown in Fig. 2.1 

Group of 
Carriers 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Contribution To 
D.C. Current 

0 

0 

Description of Carriers 

electrons emitted from the emitter into 
--the base region and collected by the 
collector. TI1is is the most important 
group. 

electrons emitted from the emitter into 
the base region and combining there. 

electrons, generated in the base region 
which are cmittcJ "backwards" into the 
emitter. 

Electrons generated in the base region, 
which are collected hy the collector. 

Electrons emitted from the emitter to
wards the base but which are trapped in 
the transitjon region. They combine 
with the holes of group 6. 

Electrons thermally dctrapped in the 
emitter transition region. The holes 
move into the base. 

Electrons thermally detranned in the 
collector transition region. ~le holes 
return to the base. 

Electrons emitted into the base region 
but which return to the emitter. They 
contribute to the high frequency 
behaviour of the junction. 

Electrons which are trapped in the 
emitter transition region but which are 
detrapped and return to the emitter. 



Th<' saturation currents IES and ICS and the forward and 

reverse current gains, aF and aR, are related by the reciprocity 

condition 

14 

(2.10) 

The Sah-Noyce-Shockley currents which result from the trapping 

and recombination of current carriers in the transition region are 

given by the formal equations 

(2 .11) 

and 

(2.12) 

IRE and IRC are the recombination currents of the emitter and collector 

transition regions, respectively. IRES and IRCS are the corresponding 

slightly voltage dependent "saturation currents". For the transistor 

biased in the forward active region exp(-qVC8/KT) << 1 and if equations 

(2.11) and (2.12) are added to equations (2.8) and (2.9), respectively, 

the d.c. characteristics are: 

(2.13) 

and 

(2.14) 

but 

aFIES = aRICS (2.10) 

Hence, equations (2.13) and (2.14) can be written as 
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IE= -IES exp(-qVEB/KT) + IES(l-aF) - IRES exp(-qVEB/nKT) +IRES (2.15) 

and 

IC = aFIES exp(-qVEB/KT) + IcsCl-aR) + IRCS 

hence 

18 = IES exp(-qVEB/KT)(l-aF) +IRES exp(-qVEB/nKT) 

- 1ES(l-aF) - 1cs(l-aR) - 1RCS - 1RES 

(2.16) 

(2 .17) 

Note that temperature has significant effect on the collector and emitter 

currents. Table 2.1 defines and describes the groups of c~rriers. , 

The representation of the noise properties of an active network 

by an equivalent circuit is not unique since a given circuit can be 

transformed into another one by applying certai.n network t!1eorcms. 

Usually one tries to find the equivalent circuit that fits closest to 

the physics of the device. The transistor can be characterized by 

two partially correlated noise sources. 

The noise sources can be obtained with the help of Schottky's 

theorem, that is, the S!'ontaneous fluctuations in the rate of injection 

and collection of minority carriers can each be represented by a shot 

noise current generator in parallel with the emitter-base and collector

base junctions respectively. 

Hence, as shmm in Fig. 2.2, \'<'hich shows the low frequency noise 

equivalent circuit for a BJT using the common base physical T small 

signal model, the noise of the transistor is represented first by t\'10 

current generators i 1 and i 2 , across the emitter and collector junctions 

respectively. The thermal noise contribution of base resistance, rb'b(T), 
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is shO\m by the noise voltage generator eb. 

volts (2.18) 

A detailed discussion on base resistance, rb'b(T0) i s given in section 2.3. 

The current transport across the emitter-base junction results 

from the carriers of groups 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6. The magnitude of the shot 

-noise contribution of these caTriers is given by 

(2.19) 

where 

(2. 20) 

In addition to the above sources of contribution to ii, the 

carriers of groups 8 and 9 must be included as their return to the 

emitter is due to a thermal process. Their contribution to i: is, 

therefore , 4KT(ge - geO)~f. ge represents the incremental junction 

conductance and geO its low frequency value. Therefore, the general 

expression for ii becomes 

-:--2 
1 = 

1 (2.21) 

Similarly, the current transport across the collector-base 

junction results from carriers of groups 1, 4 and 7. 
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(2.22) 

The current generators i 1 and i 2 are strongly correlated as 

they have the carriers of group 1 in common. At low frequencies, the 

cross correlation iii2 is caused by fluctuations in this current, and 

has full shot noise 

--*--
ili2 = 2q~faFIES exp(-qVEB/KT) (2.23) 

The assumption that all current is carried by electrons is now 

dropped. There are then also holes going from emitter to base, from 

base to emitter and from the collector to base. Each of these holes 

contribute either to IE or Ic, but no holes contribute to both IE and 

IC. The conditions for full shot noise again exist and equations (2.21) 

and (2.22) remain valid, provided that the currents (IE+2IEE) and IC are 

now properly redefined; for instance (IE+2IEE) is now partly cau~ed by 

electrons injected from the emitter into the base and partly caused by 

holes injected from the base into the enitter. 

Note that the expressi9ns obtained for shot noise are temperature 

dependent as current terms are temperature dependent. 

2.3 Base Resistance, rh'b(T) 

It should he apparent that for any practical transistor geometry 

wherein ohmic base contact must be made around and/or along the 

periphery, the base current must flow parallel to the emitter and 
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collector junction planes as shown in Fig. 2.3. Since the base layer 

has a specific resistivity, this current will develop a transverse 

voltage drop in the base region, which appears as feedback to the 

emitter junction. This effect is represented by an additional term 

rb'b(T) called the base resistance. 

The resistivity of the base material would be temperature 

dependent and hence the base resistance is temperature dependent 

parameter. To signify this, it is denoted by rb'b(T). 

There are two regions of interest, the active base region 

under the emitter, and the inactive base region near the base contact. 

All the base currents must flow through the inactive region, and the 

current path is through material of finite conductivity. This portion 

of the path can be simulated by a fixed res i stor in series ~ith the 

base lead. It is called the extrinsic base resistance because it is 

outside the active region. The transverse voltage drop in the base 

becomes i mportant as the current rises. Over a considerable range of 

current it is possible to represent the effect by an intrinsic base 

resistance added to the extrinsic base resistance. 

The intrinsic base resistance decreases with increasing d.c. 

current level for t wo reasons. First, the strong exponential dependence 

of collector current on the emitter junction voltage causes the bulk 

of the electron current to be carried by the portion of the active 

region close to the base contact at high current levels. Hence, the 

transi stor has its useful active base region narrowed at hi gh currents 

and the effective resistive path length in the base is reduced. 

Secondly, at very high currents the low-level injection condition is 



exceeded, and the excess majority-carrier concentration in the base 

region increases the conductivity of the base material, causing the 

intrinsic base resistance to drop. 
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At high frequencies, there can be a pronounced a.c. crowding 

effect in addition to d.c. crowding. The minority-carrier injection 

tends to be concentrated near the edges of the emitter region and this 

phenomenon is called emitter crowding or pinch-out. It is caused by 

the base current required to feed recombination. At high frequencies, 

the dynamic base current compon~nt which alters the base charge st0re 

can be much larger than the recombination component, and the consequent 

a.c. crowding can be more pronounced than the d.c. crowding. Hence, 

at high frequencies, only the portion of the d.c. active region near 

the base contact is ·used. 

Thus, the base resistance is frequency, current and temperature 

dependent. However, for first approximation at low frequency and low 

injection level, it can be regarded as only temperature dependent. 

The base resistance is a very important parameter and it is a 

difficult parameter to measure. Its measurement is dealt with in 

Chapter 3. From a d.c. point of view, the base voltage developed 

across the base resistance can seriously alter the action of the 

transistor. It affects the recombination rate in the base layer and 

hence the current gain of the device. Generally, low base resistance 

transistors have low S and high base resistance devices have high 

values of S. Finally, it does have an effect on the noise ch~racter~ 

istics of the device. 
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2.4 Techniques for Verification of the Theory 

The concept of equivalent noise resistance, Rn, is introduced 

and an expression for the noise factor F is derived. The theory is 

made general to take into account the ambient device temperature T0 . 

The noise in an arbitrary transistor can always be represented 

by an equivalent e.m.f. ee in series with the emitter junction and a 

current generator, i, in parallel with the collector junction as shown 

in Fig. 2.4, ,.,hie~ is derived from the transformation of Fig. 2.2. 

The equivalent noise resistance, R , is calculated by referring 
n 

all noise sources to a single apparent e.m.f. e at the input of the 
n 

transistor, as shown in Fig. 2.5. 

(2.24) 

The noise factor, F, of the two circuits of Fig. 2.5 must be 

the same. There are many analogous definitions of F but to be 

consistent with the corpuscular model the follmdng definition is used. 

F = mean squared output noise currrnt due to all sources 
mean squared output noise current due to the source 

resistance at room temperature·;· 

= R /R n s 

From Fi~. 2.5(b) as both circuits in Fig. 2.5 are equivalent 

~ T T T ~ 
1 = 1 + 1 + 1 . + 1

0
b on os oe 01 

(2.25) 

(2.26) 

i· IEEE standard room temperature is defined as T 0 =290° but T 
0 

\vas fluctuating and hence actual room temperature is used in the 
definition. 
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substituting equation (2.26) into (2.25) 

F = (2. 27) 

But i . and e are the only partially correlated noise sources and 
01 e 

hence equation (2 .27) can be sirnrlified as 

T 
1 ob F-1+--+ 
.2 
1 

OS 

T T 
1 . + 1 

01 oe 

-:-2 
l 

OS 

rb'b(To) i2oi· + _i_2_ 
= 1 + --:::---- + ____ o_e 

Rs 

where rb'b(T
0

) is the base resistance at room temperature. From 

Fig. 2.5(b) 

and 

Hence 

where 

i . 
01 

T 
1 oi 

+ 

-?-
i .. 

OS 

7 = "'tot 

T 
1 oe 

7 -e 

? 
(ae + i\ot)-e = 
la!2 2 e s 

+ 7 + rb'h(To) '"s 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

(2. 30) 

(2.31) 

(2. 32) ' 



Arbitrary values are assigned to ee and i and four noise 

parameters are introduced3 ; the noise conductance, gst' the noise 

resistance, rs 0 , and the correlation impedance Z = R + jX . -{.. sc sc sc 

Initially, ee is split into a part e~ uncorrelated with i, and a 
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part e~ fully correlated with i. The noise parameters are defined as 

(2.34) 

z = R + ·x 
sc sc J sc 

ae' ae' i* aee i* e = -.- = = 1 i i* -:2 
(2. 35) 

1 

e"2 4KT r t t.f 
2 e'2 = e e 0 s e e 

-:2 ., 2 ., 
i) 2 

2 1 I z 1- e i~ - (e* sc e e 
= e = e !al2 -:2 

1 

(2.36) 

Hence, equation (2.32) can be written as 

(cte + i 7 ) 2 (ete' + ae" + i 2 
e ~tot e e 2tot) 

= 
lal2 2 

!al
2 2 e e 

5 s 

~ lzsc + ztotl2 7 e 
1 e = 
~ 

+ --
2 -z-
e e 

(2. 37) 

s s 

Therefore, the noise figure F is given by 

rb'b(To) r sf gse ., 
17 F = 1 + + -- + R :w + z + z + rb'b(To) ~~ R R sc e s s s s 

(2.38) 
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Combining equations (2.25) and (2.38), the equivalent noise resistance, 

R , is obtained as . n 

(T) lz Z (T) + Z 12 
Rn = Rs + rsl + rb'b o + gsl s + e + rb'b o sc (2.39) 

Consider this quantity as a function of Z ·and let sc 

(2. 40) 

It may be seen that Rn, as a function of Xs is a minimum at 

X + X + X = 0 s e sc 

At lm~ frerptency th:ls is so. Henc~. at the minimum value of R n 

which can be written as 

where 

Rn = A + BR + CR2 
s s 

(2.41) 

(2.42) 

(2.43) 

(2.44) 

Note that equation (2.43) is a quadratic equation and hence 

m0asureme;1t '"'f Rn as a function of R
5 

\vill generate r>oints that belong 
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to a quadratic function. Subsequently, coefficients A, Band C and 

hence gs{' rb'b(T
0

) and rs{ can be determined from the shape of the 

curve. 

In the derivation of equation (2.43) the ambient device 

temperature was that of the room temperature. However, this expression 

has to be modified if the ambient device temperature is T0. In 

equation (2.42) multiplying each equivalent noise resistance element 

by the appropriate 'elemental' temperature,equation (2.42) becomes 

where T is room temperature. 
0 

If we let 

= 4KT R ~f + 4KT0R'~f o s n 

The transistor equivalent noise resistance R' is defined as 
n 

Hence R' can be exnressed as 
n 

? 
R' = A' + B'R + C'R~ n s s 

where 

(2.45) 

(2.46) 

(2. 4 7) 

(2.48) 

(2. 49) 

To a first approximation the terms in the bracket can be neglected, as 

g . f h - 4 1s o. t e order of 10 . 
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From equation (2.46) 

T R 
R' R o s 
n = n-~ (2.50) 

From equation (2.48), it is noted that the relation between 

R~ and Rs is quadratic and that R~ can be easily obtained from the 

measurement of the equivalent noise resistance R as a function of 
n 

the source resistance Rs as given by equation (2.50). 

Theoretically, R is zero at low frequency 3 and passes through sc 

a maximum for higher frequencies. 
re 

rs! would be of the order of :2 at 

low frequencies and should decrease rapidly with increasing frequency. 

re is given as 

(for high S ) 
0 

(2.51) 

It can easily be shown that to a good approximation this is valid. 

Thus, the equation (2.47) is temnerature dependent. 

So far, in the development of the above theory F's dependence 

on frequency has not been brourrht out. This is rrimarily due to the 

fact that above 1/f region F is independent of frcf!uency up to about 

1 r.!Hz. HO\.;ever, Nielsen 17 has obtained an expression for F dependent 

on frequency as 

r-- 2 ? 
(1-rt) (l+f/v(l-a)f) (R +rh'b(T01+r )-. o a s e 

2et r R o e s 

(2.52) 

In this cleri vat i.on a good agreement hett•-'cen theory :1r.d experiment i\·as 

oht:1ined b;' nc~lcctin!! correlation (thnt is, pHttin_c; Z
5

c=O) :mrl t31dn!! 



f is the a cutoff frequency. 
a 

At low frequency e~uation (2.53) simplifies to 

r 
e 

--~---- + --- + R 2R s s 

2 
(Rs + rb'bCTn) + re) 

2B r R o e s 

where B is the CQmmon emitter current gain. 
0 

2.5 Noise Fi gure of r.ascaded Amrlifier Systems 
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(2. 53) 

(2.54) 

So far, the development has been to determine t he noise fi gure 

of a single device but in practice a system of devices rather than a 

single device is used. Nevertheless, it is found that it is the first 

transistor stage that has the most significant effect on the overall 

noise figure. The overall noise fi gure F is given as 7 

(2.55) 

where 

Fl = noise factor of 1st stage 

F2 = noise factor of 2nd stage 

F3 = noise factor of 3rd sta ge 

Gl = avaibble power gain of 1st stage 

G2 = available powe r gain of 2nd stage 

The overall equivalent noise resistance R?'-J is given by the 

analogous equation 
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\J ~1 
~2 RN3 

(2.56) = + -- + 2 A2 (A1A2) 1 

where 

\Jt = equivalent noise resistance of 1st stage 

~2 = equivalent noise resistance of 2nd stage 

RN3 = equivalent noise resistance of 3rd stage 

Al = available voltage gain of 1st stage 

A2 = available voltage gain of 2nd stage 

Hence, from equations (2 .55) and (2.56), it is the 1st stage 

of the system that dominates and influences the overall noise perfor-

mance of the amplifier system. Subsequently, in Chapter 3, we are 

concerned with the investigation of the noise dependence on temperature 

of the first sta~e only. 

Faulkner 18 has developed a technique of amplifiers connected 

in parallel to reduce the overall noise figure of the system. This 

technique is illustrated in Appendix A. 



OIAPTER 3 

Experimental Results 

Experimental measurements on a bipolar junction low level low 

noise diffused silicon planar transistor \~ere carried out to determine 

the equivalent noise resistance as a function of temperature and 

collector current. The base resistance's dependence on temperature 

and collector current is determined from these measurements. ~ is 

measured as a function of source resistance with temperature and 

collector current as parameters. The minimum noise figure as a function 

of temperature and current is obtained from these measurements. 

Noise figure contours are plotted in the Rs-Ic plane using 

Nielsen's formula, equation (2.54). From these contours, the optimum 

source resistance and hence optimum noise figure at a given operating 

condition is determined. 

In the following work, r.1ost of the noise measurE'ments are done 

in terms of equivalent noise resistance Rn as opposed to noise factor 

as a figure of merit 19 for the following reasons: 

1) it is easier to measure, ~nd 

2) the highest (or best) sjgnal-to-noise ratio is obtained with a 

lowest value of Rn, whereas the noise factor only indicates the 

degree to Fhich the signal-to-noise ratio is degraded by the 

transistor. The lo\vest noise factor does not necessarily correspond 

to the highest signal-to-noise ratio at the output. 
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3.1 Apparatus 

A block diagram of the measuring system for low and medium 

frequency is shown in Fig. 3.1. 
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There are many requirements to meet to assure a correct 

noise measurement of the system. The essential equipment needed is 

1) a low noise linear amnlifier which is able to amplify the noise 

in the desired frequency band to a level high enough to be 

detected. 

2) a wide range sinusoidal signal generator with a calibrated output 

for gain calibration and system tuning purposes. 

3) an oscilloscope for monitoring purposes. 

4) a quadratic detector of which the output is proportional to the 

amplifier output power (or a linear detector with an output 

proportional to the square root of the noise power detected). 

5) the bandwidth of the amplifier system should be greater than the 

frequency range under investigation. 

Fig. 3.2 shows the actual transistor test setup used for the 

low and medium frequency noise measurement. The test transistor, 

referred to as TUT, is connected in a common emitter configuration with 

its output directly connected to another transistor in the common base 

connection. 

It can easily be calculated, as shown in Appendix B, that if 

the common-base transistor has the same characteristics as the test 

transistor, it does not contribute measurably to the overall noise. 
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A number of points on the choice of the above configuration are: 

1) The common emitter circuit has both voltage gain and current gajn 

while the common base circuit has voltage gain but current gain is 

less than 1. Hence, the cascaded arrangement is advantageous in 

boosting both current and voltage amplification of the signal at 

the common-emitter input. 

2) the collector current and voltage gain of the system can be varied 

independently~ 

3) component values of R and C's were selected to give the operating 

current range as well as amplifier system midband\'lidth from about 

2~ Hz to about 20 KH:. 

The basic difficulty in measuring the device noise was to 

eliminate the ground loops and to minimize the background noise level. 

In Appendix C, an outline is given as to the steps taken to avoid 

these pitfalls. The background noise level was less than 1 percent 

of the device noise power level and in subsequent calculations this 

noise contribution \>Jas ne~l ectcd. 

Hence, the measurement philosophy had been that the noise 

power measured at the output 'Yas solely due to the device under test 

and knowing the voltage gain of the amplifier system, the equivalent 

noise resistance at the input of the transistor was calculated usin!:'; 

equation (2. 24). Subsequently, the fol101ving technique was adapted 

for determination of the equivalent noise resistance, R . 
n 

1) The desired bias voltage is applied to the TUT \vith the collector 

current r1cin\!. r10njto1~t:>d to ensur'' trnt no drift occurred. TI1e 
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collector-emitter voltage drop, VCE' \vas kept at about 2.7V and 

a slight variation in this value of VCE was found to have 

negligible effect on the collector current or the signal output. 

2) The voltage gain GV of the system is determined by applying a 

small signal voltage at the frequency of interest to the output 

of Ttrr as shown in Fig. 3.2. The input and output ~ignals are 

measured on the HP 3400A voltmeter to determine the voltage gain 

of the system: 

3) The equivalent noise bandwidths of the Quantech Wave Analyser 

model 303 were taken to be the values of the 3 dh signal power 

band\':idths. The hand\vidth \V"as progressively increased from 

10,30,100 to 1,000 Hz with increasing frequency. 

4) The ambient device temperature \'las controlled hy having it in a 

Delta Design oven type HK 2300. The coolant used was liquid 

nitrogen. 

It is believed20 that the relative noise measurements are 

accurate within 5 percent and the absolute noise measurements arc 

accurate within 10 percent. The main source of errors in these 

types of measurements is due to fluctuations in the rectified noise 

pmvcr reading on the ~vave ::tnalyser and hence, a voltage integrator 

is used to average out these fluctuations. However, the measurement 

accuracy and limitations are discussed in Appendix D. 
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3.2 Noise Spectrum Hcasurements 

To ensure that all measurements were performed well above 1/f 

noise region, it has initially to be determined. The 1/f noise region's 

dependence on temperature and current is investigated. Initially, the 

current is kept constant and the ambient device temperature is varied 

as shown in Figs. 3. 3 to 3. 5. At 10\" temperature burst noise was 

present and this is discussed later in the section. However, above 

room temperature 1/f noise region was not noticeably affected by 

temperature change. This type of behaviour is to be expected from 

equation (2.1) as f(T) is a weak function of temperature. The 

magnitude of the 1/f noise is dependent on the current flowing through 

the device as can be seen from Figs. 3.3 and 3.6. 

In absence of the burst noise, the "corner" frequency is 

independ0nt of the ambient device temperature and the current flowing 

through the device. The "corner" frequency is defined as the inter

section of the 1/f slope and the frequency independent noise level. 

The "corner" frequency obtained is about ISO Hz, that is the 

1/f noise region is up to 150Hz. There is some discrepancy of values 

of the 1/f region obtained by others working on the same family of 

transistors. This is illustrated in Table 3.1. 

The discrepancy with Hartin et. al. can only be explained on 

the basis that their device had an additional gate and probably 

processed by a different manufacturer. The values obtained in this 

investigation are in fair agreement with the ones given by Fairchild: 

Fairchild gives the "corner" frequency as being dependent on Ic and R , s 

however, this was not so for Rs < 1000 ohms. 
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Table 3.1 

Transistor Author 1/f region T°K I (~A) R (~) -----
~ c s 

2N2484 Martin et. a1? 1 10 Hz 300 

2N2484 Fairchild < 2 KHz 300 1000 1000 

2N2484 Shah "' 120 Hz 303 600 500 

2N2484 Shah "' 140 Hz 373 600 500 

2N9;50 Roig2 "' 200 KHz 77 

Burst noise was present at temperatures below -30°C (243°K). 

A typical burst noise spectrum is shown in Fig. 3.5 and shows l/f2 

dependence of burst noise as predicted from equation (2.7). 

It was found during measurements that burst noise is a 

decreasing function of device temperature and a function of the 

collector current as predicted by equations (2.4) and (2.5). The 

pulse \<lidth and the pulse repetition rate of the burst noise was 

found to fluctuate randomly. Repeated cyclic heating and cooling of 

the TUT from 443°K to 203°K had the effect of reducin~ the burst 

noise pulse width if not eliminating this particular type of noise. 

The temperature effect on the burst noise suggests that 

perhaps it is associated with recombination centres. However, many 

theories and models have been proposed to explain this switching 

behaviour of the burst noise 9 ,lU,l!,ZZ, but it is still in the 

investigative stage. The burst noise measurements are made difficult 

as it has a non-Gaussian distribution. 
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3. 3. ~ieasureme~t of Base Resistance 

The importance of the base resistance, rb 'b (T), \~as discussed 

in section 2.3 and it is one of the transistor parameters that is not 

easily measured. This is because it is the real part of a complex 

distributed imnedance which is in series with the emitter-base diode. 

However, a number of techniques have been developed to determine rb'b (T) 

and Appendix E gives a brief survey of some of the methods avail ab le 

to find rb 'b (T). ·However, each technique may be applicable only to a 

particular class of devices. 

r.tethod.l: 

For low source resistance, R < 10 ohms, from equation (2.48) s 

1 
+ - r 2 e (3.1) 

(3. 2) 

That is, from the knowledge of R' at various operating conditions of 
n 

current and temperature, the base resistance can be calculated. 

R' was determined at a frequency \vell above 1/f noise region , n 

at 2KHz, as sho1m in Figs. 3.1 to 3.10 over a temperature range of 

170°C to -70°C, (443°K, 203°1<), with collector current as a parameter . 

rb'b(T) was found to be current independent but temperature 

dependent. This would be expected to be so from the discussion of 

section 2.3. The increase of rb'b(T) wi th increasing temperature is 

primarily d11e to a decreilse of the carrier mobility wi th increasing 

temperaturc22 . Fi g . 3 . l l s~ oh's t he electron mobility and rel ative 
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resistivity as a function of temperature. rb'b(T)'s dependence on 

. temperature is analogous to the relative resistivity 's dependence on 

temperature. 

For low temperatures, base resistance is a gradually increasing 

function of temperature, but for T ~ 250°K, rb'b(T) is proportional to 

T1. 9 as shown in Fig . 3.12. This value obtained is within the range 

of values predicted from Table 1.1. 

f-Iethod 2: 

This technique is rather a crude one to measure rb'b(T). From 

equations (2.54) and (2.25) the relation between Rn and IC is some 

form of a quadratic. Combining equations (2.54) and (2.25), equation 

(3.3) is obtained 

(3. 3) 
28 KT .!_ 

o q rc 

Differentiating w.r.t. Ic and multiplying by Ic yields 

(R + rb'b(T) 
KT .!_) 2 (R + Tb 'b (T) 

KT .!_) 
dR 

+-. + -
-KT s q rc s q Ic n 

die 
. Ic = --+ 

2qic 28 KT Bo o qic 
. (3.4) 

At a minimum t hi s is zero and hence from equation (3.3) and equation 

(3.4) 
1 

dR 
R n · I = 
n - die c 

~ 
(3.5) 
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For small Rs and p >> 1 
0 

R = rb'b(T) + re n . m1n 

That is 

rb'b(T) = R - r n min e 
(3 .6) 

--The results obtained were as shown in Fig. 3.13 and the value 

of the base resistance obtained is in a good agreement with the ones 

obtained by method 1 as shown in Table 3.2. 

Table 3.2 

~-teth~(S1) t-lethod 2 (D) Temperature (oK) 

250 260 223 

350 332 273 

440 408.5 313 

650 612 373 

3.4 Noise Figure 

In this section, F's dependence on temperature and current is 

investigated. 

1. Dependence on Temperature 

In enuation (2.48) it has been shown that R' is a quadratic ·t n . 

function of R
5

• For easy reference the equation is repeated here 

.., 
R' = A' + B1 R + C'R-n s s (2.48) 
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From the shape of the characteristics, the coefficients A', 

. B' and C' can easily be determined. 

Hence, F can be written as 

F = 

= 1 + T0/T0 (A'/Rs + B' + C'R ) s (3. 7) 

Differentiating w:r.t. R s gives 

dF 0 at R2 A' 
dR = = C' s s 

Hence 
T 

F min = 1 + _R(B' + 2vJ\iCI) 
To 

(3.8) 

The equivalent noise resistance \<!as determined as a function 

of the source resistance Nith tem!'lerature as a paraneter, keeping Ic 

constant. Figs. 3.14 - 3.18 show that R~ is almost constant up to 

Rs = 5000o. The meaningful interpretation of this is that the signal

to-noise ratio is least degraded by the transistor noise in this region. 

The minimum noise figure is calculated from equation (3.8) and 

the tcnperature effect on it is shown in Table 3.3. 

F . m1n 

1.59 

1.69 

1.86 

2.45 

2.85 

Table 3.3 

253 

303 

348 

393 

433 
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Table 3.3 clearly shmvs that the noise figure is degraded as 

temperature is increased. Intuitively, as rb'b(T) is an increasing 

function of temperature, its eventual effect on the noise performance 

of the device under test is to degrade it as temperature is increased 

The degradation of F . over a temperature range of 253°K to 433°K is m1n 

approximately 2.5 db hence there is a definite advantage to operate 

the device at lmver temperatures. However, at temperatures less than 

243°K burst noise ~ay be present and due to its unpredictable nature 

the operation of the device below this temperature is inadvisable, 

especially when reliable noise performance is required at lm.,. frequency . 

. · 
2. Dependence on Collector Current 

The noise figure is a function of current as shown in Chapter 2. 

Using similar techniques :J.S in the last section, R~ was determined as 

a function of Rs, with the collector current as a parameter at a 

constant temperature. The characteristics obtained are similar to the 

temperature ones as shown in Figs. 3.15, 3.19, 3.20. Table 3.4 makes a 

comparison of the values obtained. 

F . m1n 

1.69 

1.49 

1.48 

Table 3.4 

350 

54 

As expected, F min decreases with decreasing I C' hm:cver, this 

is not a desirable wa'Y.' of reducin~ F . as the current rrain decreases - m1n f, 

with decreasing Ic. 
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3.9 Noise Figure Contours 

It is a usual practice for a manufacturer to give contours of 

a constant noise figure in the Ic-Rs plane. However, these contours 

are usually determined only at room temperature. In this section, 

these contours are evaluated using Nielsen's simplified equation (2.54) 

over a temperature range of 223°K to 433°K. 

Rewriting equation (2.54) as a quadratic equation in the unknown 

Rs provides a con~enient means for determining the range of source 

resistance over which the noise factor of the amplifier will be less 

than or c1ual to a specified value 

This expression is graphically presented in Figs. 3.21 - 3.25 

for values of noise factor, F, under the stipulation that rb'b(T) is 

independent of current and its value used is determined from previous 

measurement. The current gain 13
0

-is a function of Ic and is measured 

on a Tektronix curve tracer,Type 576 as shown in Appendix F. 

The single line curve marked R t which intersects the contours sop 

of constant noise factor, is the variation of the optimum value of 

source resistance with operating point. The optimum value of the noise 

factor can only be obtained when the device is driven with its optimum 

value of source resistance, R ~ The effect of increasing temperature sopt 

is to increase this optimum source resistance R t as shown in Fig. sop 

3.26. Usirg the known value of the nptimum source re~istance at a 

given operating current and temperature, the optimum noise factor, Fopt' 

is calculated from equation (2.54). Titc value of F obtained by this opt 
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method is compared to the one obtained from section 3.4.1 in Table 3.5. 

Table 3.5 

F . F opt T°K IC (~A) min 

1.59 1.26 253 640 

1.69 1.26 303 650 

1.86 1.25 348 650 

2.45 1.25 393 650 

2.85 1.25 433 660 

Hence, F is within 0.03 db over temperature range 253°K to opt 

433°K, that is constant. It can easily be seen from the noise figure 

contours that Ic decreasing has the effect of increasing, R t and sop 

subsequently reducing Fopt• That is, F t can be reduced by lowering op 

the collector current but as mentioned earlier this is not desirable 

as S
0 

falls with decreasing current. 

There is a wide discrepancy between F . and F t values 
nun op 

obtained. Doth were derived using different techniques and the values 

of R at F . and F t conditions are different. F t obtained would s min op op 

be that of the "ideal" condition whereas F . is obtained from the min 

value of R in Figs. 3.14 - 3.18 at \.;hich R' has the minimum in the s n 

characteristics. Taking these values of R at R' minimum and substitute s n 

for R
5 

at given operating temperature and current conditions the values 

of F obtained from the noise figure contours arc in good agreement with 

F . in Table 3.5. min 
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CHAPTER 4 

Conclusions 

4.1 Synopsis 

The main results of this investigation have been that the noise 

figure of a bipolar junction transistor is current and temperature 

dependent. In the investigation the base resistance of the device is 

found to be current independent but temperature dependent in the form 

1. 9 . 
rb'b(T) a T . The resulting effect on this change in rb'b(T) 1s to 

degrade the noise performance of the BJT amplifier \-lith temperature 

increment. However, this deterioration of the minimum noise figure 

over the temperature range of 303°K to 433°K is 2.28 dh and 303°K to 

253°K is -0.26 db. Thus, the lower the temperature the better the 

noise performance. However, operation of the device helm-: 243°K is 

not recoMmended bccaus~ the unpredictable nature of the burst noise 

limits the d"vice performance. Also, the improvement in the noise 

performance of the device below room temperature is marginal. 

The optimum source res~stance value increases with temperature. 

The 1/f noise region extends up to about 150 liz. It is 

independent of te'Tipcrature but a function of current flowing through 

the device. 

At low frertuency, up to 2 KHz, there is an additional noise 

source in the form of burst noise. Burst noise is a non-Gaussian 

noise and jt is a function of the collector current and the ambjent 

device temperature. The cycljc heating and cooling effect on the 
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device over the above temperature range was to reduce the pulse width 

and pulse rate of the burst noise. 

The choice of a transistor for lo,., noise amplification is 

based on several desirable characteristics: 

1. the transistor be a low noise device. 

2. the a-cutoff frequency of the transistor should be high enough 

so that the increase in noise near fa does not degrade the average 

noise fi gure for the frequency range being used. 

3. the current gain s0 has to be sufficiently high to produce a high 

signal gain for the operating condition. 

For given operat)ng conditions of temperature and current, 

the optimum source resistance is chosen from the noise figure contours 

of Fig. 3.21-3.25 to yield F close to F t' F t obtained is independent op op 

of temperature. 

The noise measurements demand considerable patience, neverthe-

less, the absolute accuracy cannot be expected to be better than 10 

nercent 24 
~ . 

4.2 Suggestions for Further Work 

The "thermal cycling" effect on the burst noise of a device 

should be more thoroughly studied and characterized. 

The analogous behaviour of mobility and base resistance with 

respect to temperature suggests that the mobility behaviour at extreme 

temperatures would he reflected in t he base resistance behaviour and 
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noise performance. Any deviation from this would suggest additional 

sources of noise. This hypothesis should be investigated at extreme 

temperatures, especially at liquid nitrogen temperature. 

This work could be extended to higher frequency transistors. 
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Appendix A 

Amplifiers in Parallel 

18 
Faulkner has developed a technique which has been used by him to 

improve the noise figure of audio-frequency amplifying systems where 

the source impedance is 1 KQ or less. 

The design is based on the fact that when n identical amplifiers 

are connected in parallel, the series noise resistance, rb'b +ire, 

and parallel noise resistance, 28
0
re' are both reduced by a factor n 

. 
compared with the corresponding value for one of the amplifiers. 

The parallel setup of the transistors is shown in Fig. A.l. 

Proof: Consider the signal/noise ratio given by the parallel combina-

tion for very low and very high source impedances. When R ~ 0, the s 

mean square signal current delivered into the load is increased by a 

factor n2 compared with a single amplifier, but the mean square noise 

current is only increased by a factor n, because the noise generators 

of the individual amnlifiers are not correlated; thus the signal/noise 

ratio is improved by a factor h compared to that given by a single 

amplifier. 

When Rs ~ oo, the source current is shared between the am~li fiers, 

and the signal-output current is only the same as that available from a 

single amrlifier; so the total signal/noise ratio is deteriorated by a 

factor n. 
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Comparing the result with equation (2.54) shows that both 

1 
rb'b + 2 re and 2B

0
re have been reduced by a factor n, owing to the 

parallel connection of the transistors. 

An extension of this argument shows that, if the n amplifiers 

have different values of the base resistance, the appropriate formula 
_..,\ re 

for the series noise resistance of the combination is n ~L(rb'b + 2 1. 
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Appendix B 

To Show That Noise Contribution is Only Due to the TUT 

Each of the transistors in Fig. 3.2 is replaced by a noise 

free transistor and noise ~enerators of the device, as shown in Fig. 

8.2. A hybrid-IT model is used here to show that assumptions of one 

model are equally valid for another. 

From fig. B. 1 , 

At node E2 , 

V = -cr 
0 °m2 

r Til 
vl = -------;:R:-- vs 

r1rl + rh'b + s 

= 0' v - 0' v "'ml 1 "' 7T2 2 

v2 - gml 
vl - gm2 + g1r2 

For voltage across c1E1 
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(B. 1) 

(8.2) 

(B. 3) 

(8.4) 

(B. 5) 

(13. 6) 



From equations (B.l) and (B.S) 

VO _ -gm2RL 

vl - 1 + g~2rb'b 

Overall voltage gain 

and 

?:ml r -1 
= -gm2RL 

From Fig. (B.2). 

---~--=-- · - [l+g r ] · 
rn+rb'b+Rs ·m b'b gm2RL 

Noise output due to Vnb'bl is obtained from equation (B.S) 

[ cr R • om L 

short circuit output current 

r .., 
--~-~- ]
r +r1 'h+R 

lT ) . s 

Substituting for V., from equations (B.4) and (B.2) 

.2 
1
0b'bl = 

,;. 

r 
lT 

r +rb't+R 11' ) s 

.., --.---
r v~h 'bl 
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(B. 7) 

(B.8) 

(B.9) 

(B.lO) 

(B .11) 

(B.l2) 



g r = s0 m 'II' 

.2 
1 0b 'bl -

Noise output due to Vnb'bZ 

From Fig. B. 3 

. 
go = ng)J 

where 

1 n = so 
The output current 

1 = g v -
0 m 

At node E 

At node B 

From equation (8.16) 

g)JVB 

v . 
E 

g V + o v
8 'II' "')J 

v . 
E llr' 

' ffi 
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(B.l3) 

(8.14) 

(B .15) 

(B.16) 

(B.17) 

(B.l8) 



Hence, equation (8.17) becomes 

Simplifying equation (B.IS) using equations (B.16) - (B.19) 

i = 0 . 

. 2 
1 0b'b2 

80 

(8.19) 

(8.20) 

Hence, the noise rower at the output is due to the transistor under test. 
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Appendix C 

Noise studies should preferably be carried out in a screened 

room with well-filtered supplies and great care has to be taken to 

avoid spurious effects, hum and unreliable readings. The noise levels 

of ·interest are usually quite low so that high gain low-noise amplifiers 

are necessary to ·give the required sensitivity. In these circumstances 

quite a small degree of pick-un or interference can have unfortunate 

results. Hence it is a useful precaution to display the noise being 

measured on an osci11oscope. 

In the elinination of hum, the first step is the determination 

of the hum frequency. 60 Hertz hum· is due to direct electromagnetic 

pick up of the line frequency. It is eliminated by electromagnetic 

shielding and proper circuit layout. Shielding may be accomplished by 

surrounding the hum sensitive con]"onents with grounded metal screen. 

Hum of 120 Hertz is usually due to ripple from the pm~·er 

su_:Jply (full v:ave rectifier) and is removed by better filtering. Hum 

at hi~her frequencies (360 Hertz , etc.) is caused by magnetic picku~ 

from motors, transformers etc. Removal of it is often difficult and 

expensive. First, orientation of components should be tried follm\·ed 

by an additional shielding with mu-metal or other magnetic shieldin~ 

materials. 

Ground loops represent the most persistent, subtle, difficult

to-analyze and generally troubleso!'le problem connected with power 

supply wiring. To avoid ground lao:' problems, it is absolutely 
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necessary to have only one ground return point in a power supply 

system, which includes the power supply and all its loads and all 

other power supplies connected to the same loads. 

Hence, in the experimental setup the following steps were 

taken: 

1. the test circuit was biased using batteries, 

83 

2. the test circuit was built inside a well shielded chassis, copper 

of thickness i mm, 

3. the shielded chassis was made the ground return point for the 

entire system as shown in Fig. 3.2, 

4. BNC Coaxial cables were used for all the external connections, and 

5. finally the shielded chassis \oJas ori<:'nted such that the noise 

monitored on thf' oscilloscope \oJas a 'clean' noise, that is \oJithout 

any pickup. 

6. The measured spectrum would indicate whether there was any anomalous 

behaviour over the frequency range. If abnormal behaviour is 

present., then there would be some sort of a bump in the 1/f region. 



Appendix D 

Measurement Accuracy 

The measurement accuracy was affected by a number of factors 

and this is discussed below. 

From equation (2.24), the equivalent noise power at the output 

is given by equation (D.l) 

_Therefore, the error in Rn is given by equation (0.2) 

2!1e on 
e on 

!1 (f1f) 
!1f 

(D.l) 

(D.2) 

The collector current accuracy was within 2 percent and the 

collector-emitter voltage accuracy was within one percent. 

The Delta Design oven MK 2300 was calibrated and the temperature 

measurement accuracy was ±l°C, that is an error of less than half a 

percent was introduced by the temperature term in equation (D.2). 

The signal generator in Fig. 3.1 was used for gain calibration 

and tuning purposes. The wave analyser, a Quantech model 303, was tuned 

to the signal generator frequency such that the frequency for gain 

calibration and spectrum analysis was one and the same. The accuracy of 

the tuned frequency of the wave analyser and the calibrated frequency 

(on the dial of wave analyser) was within 3 percent. 

The voltage gain GV of the system was determined by measuring 

input and output signals at the desired frequency on the HP 3400 voltmeter, 
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which is a 1 percent f.s.d. meter. 
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4 The voltage gain ranged from 10 

5 to 10 , depending on the operating conditions, and is known to within 

2 percent • . 

The relative error of measurement ~ for a linear detector is 

given by equation (0.3) 

1 (D. 3) 
2(6ft)~ 

where 1 is the time constant. 

The bandwidth 6f has to be less than half the mid-frequency value 

and hence at low frequencies to increase the accuracy of measurement the 

time constant< has to be increased from equation (0.3). A voltage 

integrator (R-C filter) was used to increase the time constant of the 

system from the 1 second va l ue for the wave analyser meter t o about 10 

sees. 

The bandwidth of the wave analyser was progressively increased 

with frequency. That is, at frequencies less than 60 Hz, the bandwidth 

used was 10Hz; for the frequency range of 60Hz to 200Hz, the bandwidths 

used were 10Hz and 30Hz; for the frequency range of 200Hz to 2 KHz, 

bandwidths used were 30 Hz and 100 Hz, and for frequencies above 2 KHz the 

bandwidths used were 100Hz an4 1000Hz. The evaluation of R at a given n 

frequency using different bandwidths gave consistent values, and the 

spread of R values obtained was about 2 percent above 200 Hz and about 
n 

4 percent below 200 Hz. The wave analyser bandwidth and the noise 

bandwidth were taken to be t he same and the error introduced by this 

ass~1ption in equation (0.2) was small compared to the error introduced 

by the gain term in equation (0.2). 
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The upper 3db frequency limitations of the test circuit was 

about 25 KHz. However, it was felt that extending measurements for 

frequencies above 20 KHz was not necessary as above the ~ow frequency 

·noise, the noise present would be white noise up to the et-cutoff 

frequency of the transistor. 

Thus, at low frequencies the main source of error was due to 

excessive meter fluctuation as can be noted from equations (D. 2) and 

(0.3). 



Appendix E 

Heasurement of the Base Resistance 

A brief review is given of some of the techniques available to 

determine the base resistance of a transistor. However, each method 

maybe applicable to only a particluar type of a BJT. 

1. The low frequency value of rb'b(T) can be determined by using 

a common emitter hybrid-IT model and measuring the short circuit input 

impedancE' h .. 
1e 

Bo 
rb, b (T) = h. I - r = h. I -1 e 1000~ n 1 e 1000~ grn 

(E .1) 

(E . 2) 

If the value of rb'b(T) is less than rn/10, large errors in the 

determination of rb'b(T) may occur, resulting from the subtraction of 

two nearly equal numbers, h. and r . rb'b(T) is not independent of 
1e 1T 

frequency and the value of the base resistance obtained by the low 

frequency method given above is not necessarily an appropriate vnlue 

to use at higher frequenci es , say, above 100 KHz. 

2. T11is method 2 also makes use of the low frequency hybrid-TI 

equivalent circuit. With a resjstance in series with the base, the 

transconductance 

G(j w) -· (E . 3) 
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is determined 

G
1 

(jw) = 

G
2

(jw) = 

Hence 

gmr1T 
-R-

s 

gmr1T 

rb 1 b(T)+r1T 
R % 0 s 
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(E . 4) 

(E. 5) 

(E. 6) 

G1(jw) and G2(jw) can be easily measured on a Wayne-Kerr autobalance 

universal bridge B641. 

. This method has t he similar drawback of method 1. 

3. In the frequency where the transistor shows significant flicker 

noise, it is often possible to adjust R so as to obtain a minimum s 

in the emitter noise voltage . It can be sho'm ~ that 

KT 1 
R ( . ) = - -I- • A - rb I b (T) s mm q C 

where A is some constant. 

In order to obtain a mini mum it is necess ary that 

(E . 7) 

rblh(T) ( E.8) 

A large r b 1 b(T) would l imi t the current range over which a min i mum 

r esults . That is, this me t hod is applicab l e only to devices which 

have large 1/ f noise levels and low base resi s t ance, say 25 ohms. 

KT 
A plot of t he value of R ( . ) vs -- would intercept the R 

s m1n qi C s 

axis at -rb 1 b (T) anrl ~1as slope A. 



4. The collector output short circuit noise of a high gain 

transistor is given by24 

I eq 

2KT rb'b(T)82 
"' ,q 0 

8
0

KT 2 
(rb'b(T) + qr--) 

c 
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(E . 9) 

In the relatively small bias current region, !Icl less than 10 ~A, 

the output noise is 

when 

I eq 

~ KT 
_o_ >> rb ' b (T) qTC . 

(E . 10) 

(B .11) 

Therefore, in this region the output noise is proportional to 

the square of t he d.c. collector current and is linearly proportiona l 

to the base r esistance. The base resistance rb'b(T) can be determined 

from the slope of the plot of equation (E.lO). 

5. Accordin g to the hybrid- IT model, the base resist ance can be 

obtained from a plot of the high frequency common-emitter input 

admittance, Jyiel' versus frequency. If there is a plateau in the 

high frequency IY· I data, then !v. I in this region should be equal 
lC ' 1e 

to 1/rb'b(T). However, with many hi gh-frequency transistors no such 

plateau exists, because the fr equency response of the transistor has 

been improved to the point where the overlap-diode and header capacitance 

effects take over before !Yiel can level off to the value 1/rh'b(T). 
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6. The base resistance of a microwave transistor can be measured 

by the pmver gain method 2 6 • At very high frequency the input impedance 

Zbe of grounded emitter approaches rb'b(T) 

(E .12) 

where 

G. = 
1 2 

8nC (rh'b(T)+R.)f ce 1 

and G = G. for R. = 0. 
l. l. 

i = 1, 2. (E .1 3) 

G is the maximum po11cr gain and G
1 

and G2 are the power gains 

with R
1 

and R2 in series with the base, respectively. 

This is valid in the frequency r ange where s0 falls at the 

rate of 6 db per octave, provided that feedback is negligible~ 

7. The base resistance of a microwave transistor can he 

determined by the input impedance method 2 0 . 

The input impedance of a grounded emitter transistor is 

measured over a wide range of frequencies and results plotted on a 

complex plane. The results give a semicircle and it is displayed 

from th~ origin by rb'b(T). 



Appendix F 

Current Gain e0 of a Transistor 

a.c. and d.c. current gain of a transistor can easily be 

measured on a Tektronix curve tracer of type 576. 

s0 is an increasing function of current at lm" current levels, 

as shown in Fig. F.l, because of the nonlinear effects in the base. 

In silicon devices th e reason for this increase is that t he t endency 

of added minority and majority carriers to recombine is progressively 

reduce·d as the total carrier concentrations involved are increased 

from their equilibrium values. 

At high current levels, Ic :: 2 rnA, s0 decreases with increasing 

current. The principal reason for th js action stems directly from the 

incTease of majority-carrier concentration in t he base at high 

injection levels. 

The strong variation of s0 with temperature observed in Fig. 

E.l is characteristic of silicon transistors and can be explained 

in the foll owing way . It can be shown 12 that 

Bo 
diCF (diCF) (dqBF) 'BF 

(F.l) = = diBF - dqBF diBF 'F 

'F is the forward injection charge-control parameter and varies 

-1 with temperat ure T onl y t hrou gh Dh , nh gets smaller at higher 

t emperatures . The increase of s0 wi th tcn;'craturc arises from T !3F, t he 

minority-carrier lifctiT'le. Tn silicon, most of the recomhjnation of 
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injected carriers takes place at imperfections or impurities (other 

than donors and acceptors) in the space-charge layer. At high 

temperatures,the rapid thermal motion of the carriers is thought to 

make their "capture" by such imperfections less probable, thus 

increasing TBF" 



z 5 10 1 5 102 1 5 1 o3 
2 Ic( !JA) 

FrG . f . 1 Cv r r~nt salt\ 3S 0 fun-~:tion of Ic _wi t h 
temp r~ture as a. par a!1'et.e r _ 
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